Insect infestation behaves as a complex system, characterized by non-linear spatial dynamics and emergent patterns that evolve from smaller to larger spatial scales. The emerald ash borer (EAB) is an invasive species that has infested and killed millions of ash trees across North America. Existing EAB models use traditional statistical approaches that often cannot address the spatiotemporal complexity emerging from EAB infestation processes. Moreover, these studies of insect infestation are limited by a lack of sufficient time series data. The objective of this study is to develop a geosimulation approach to overcome the challenge of data scarcity and represent EAB infestation at a regional scale. Geographic information systems (GIS), multi-criteria evaluation (MCE), and cellular automata (CA) are used to model EAB spread across different hypothetical landscape types. Simulation results represent EAB propagation and indicate different dynamics of spread for each landscape. Urban environments are identified as being at the greatest risk to the infestation. The proposed approach offers a theoretical framework and a modeling tool to represent the propagation of EAB infestation that can be applied with real geospatial datasets and potentially used in forest management strategies.
Introduction
Geosimulation modeling approaches can be used to develop tools to better understand complex spatiotemporal phenomena such as forest insect infestation dynamics. The nature of forest insect infestation dynamics can be characterized across a variety of spatial and temporal scales and exhibit behavior of complex nonlinear systems. The full analysis and representation of the dynamics of propagation of forest insect infestations is limited due to the unavailability of empirical data that can cover adequate spatial and temporal extents. For example, in order to mitigate ecological, economic, and social impacts as quickly as possible, many management strategies require that infested trees are removed from the landscape, inhibiting the ability to collect large-scale spatial data that characterizes patterns of spread over long periods of time. Data scarcity in particular can be very limiting in model creation and testing [1] . Traditional statistical modeling methods which use top-down approaches for representing dispersal rely on large-scale empirical datasets [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, these approaches do not necessarily address the nonlinear complexity of the insect behavior. Recent geographic representations of insect infestation, such as spatially explicit models using geographic information systems (GIS), generate static spatial representations and are unable to capture spatiotemporal processes, spatial across the forest landscape over time. This naturally presents a challenge in model creation and in testing how well the model captures EAB propagation. Although there have been a number of efforts to capture large-scale spatial patterns of EAB spread using remotely sensed imagery [22, 23] , early eradication measures such as the removal of infested trees can distort these findings. Furthermore, lack of tree inventory data in the region makes representation of the forest environment that the EAB propagates an additional challenge. The modeling and analysis of EAB propagation using a bottom-up complex systems approach may have the potential to instead use information from the literature to represent the local dynamics in EAB infestation and generate patterns of spread. Even with a lack of system-level data, modeling the system from the bottom up can further our understanding of the mechanisms that govern the propagation of the infestation to aid in the management of infested regions and the protection of regions in Canada not yet impacted.
Cellular automata (CA) approach is mathematical conceptualization of a complex system that employs a bottom-up modeling methodology and is capable of integrating geographic information systems (GIS) and geospatial data to represent emerging patterns of spatiotemporal phenomena. By representing the local dynamics between pest and host from which large-scale patterns emerge, mechanisms such as adaptation and bifurcation that drive the complex behavior of the system can be represented. In addition, it has been reported in the literature that a bottom-up approach is capable of representing phenomenon with a lack of observational data, since information is more accessible in terms of building the local dynamics that make up a system that will build a model of an entire population [1] .
Therefore, the main objective of this study is to explore the use of cellular automata to develop a geosimulation modeling framework capable of capturing complex emergent spatiotemporal behavior of EAB spread at the regional scale with the challenge of data scarcity. GIS, multi-criteria evaluation techniques (MCE), and CA were used in this study to simulate EAB spread in response to ash tree susceptibility. The study used geospatial datasets to create hypothetical landscapes for Windsor, Ontario, Canada in the year 2002, where the first EAB infestation was initially identified. Various landscape types, namely the urban landscape, the rural-urban landscape, and the rural landscape were created for the purpose of representing different realistic settings where the EAB occur. Each of these landscape types are composed of varying distributions and biologically heterogeneous ash tree hosts. The developed geosimulation model incorporated aspects of environmental variation including wind and temperature to determine the influence of these factors across each landscape.
Pending availability, the implementation of the proposed EAB CA-model framework on real geospatial data can provide a powerful decision-making tool for aiding in developing strategy to minimize potentially damaging and expensive pest control activities while effectively mitigating insect species spread.
Complex Systems Theory for Modeling Insect Infestation
Complex systems theory uses a bottom-up approach to analyze the behavior of a system, more specifically, to understand how local interactions between system elements with non-linear collective behavior generate patterns at a larger scale. Ecological systems, including insect infestation, are identified to behave as complex systems as they are composed of a network of heterogeneous individuals, dynamic local interactions and varying resource bases [24] [25] [26] . Variations within the system are often amplified by non-linear processes [27] , adaptation, and both individual and environmental change, fostering emergent and unpredictable behavior.
Cellular automata (CA) are a common complex systems modeling approach that can capture both the spatial and temporal dynamics inherent to dynamic geographic phenomena [28] . CA, discrete in space and time, is composed of a grid of cells that can represent geographic space when linked to a raster-based GIS framework. The state of each cell changes over time as a function of simple transition rules and the states of all cells in the surrounding neighborhood [29] . The characteristics of CA make the method suitable for representing complex spatiotemporal phenomena. The CA can be expressed as: xy are the states of a cell at a location (x,y) at time Ti and Ti+1, N Ti xy represents the neighborhood surrounding the cell at time Ti at location (x,y), and f represents the function of transition rules that determine how the state of a cell will change in the next Ti+1 step.
Complex systems modeling approaches based on CA have been used for simulating ecological phenomena [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . The use of CA to model insect populations in forest communities has also been explored in data scarce situations [35, 36] . At a regional scale, CA modeling has been found to be an appropriate approach for simulating spatial patterns of tree death resulting from insect infestation within a changing forested land-cover and with insufficient amount of tree infestation data [35, 37] and mountain pine beetle propagation [38] .
Given that CA allows for the representation of complex dynamics between the EAB pest and its ash tree host providing the potential to reveal emergent behavior as a result of interacting with various landscape types, it is useful to use CA methodology as an appropriate choice for the representation and analysis of the spatiotemporal dynamics of EAB infestation when there is a lack of data available. Using GIS, MCE and the CA approach, namely its cellular structure and discrete cell states, this study aims to explore the use of a complex approach to represent the complex dynamics between the emerald ash borer pest and its ash tree host, and enables the representation of patterns of EAB infestation over space and time.
Methods

Study Site and Datasets
The developed CA-EAB geosimulation model of EAB insect infestation has been applied to a hypothetical case study of the EAB infestation in the Essex County in Windsor, Ontario, Canada (42˝17 1 N; 83˝00 1 W) (Figure 1 ) where the first infestation was first identified in Canada. The EAB infestation was simulated to cover the period from May 2002 to August 2003. The datasets used for this study are described as follows: (1) GIS data layer providing an initial location of EAB infestation in the City of Windsor in 2002. Additional data from the literature provides information on the average rate of spread where the first North American outbreak of EAB in Michigan. The US had a rate of spread of 12-13 km/year during this time through natural and long distance dispersal [11] . (2) GIS raster files of 10 m spatial resolution were generated to represent three different hypothetical landscape types for forest in urban, rural-urban fringe, and rural settings in and surrounding the City of Windsor. The raster data layers were created using vector land use data acquired from Land Information Ontario (LIO) [39] . The acquired LIO land use data have determined the actual distribution of trees in each of the three landscape types; however, due to the unavailability of tree inventory data for this region, the exact location of individual ash trees is unknown. In addition, the biological characteristics of the ash trees such as age and size were derived from the literature to generate the realistic biological characteristics of ash trees within three landscape types. (3) Weather and meteorological data for twelve stations distributed by the Government of Canada [40] . This data includes average wind direction and monthly temperature data for a period of two years. 
Model Structure
The CA-EAB model is composed of two sub-model components, including (1) an ash tree susceptibility generator and (2) an insect infestation dynamics simulator (Figure 2) . A multi-criteria evaluation approach was integrated to generate the degree of susceptibility of ash to infestation. The proposed model integrates a raster-based GIS and a CA approach to simulate the dynamics between pest and ash tree host, which occur during the adult beetle stage, the only stage where the EABs are active during the EAB lifecycle. The three landscape scenarios are used to aid in further understanding of the underlying mechanisms of forest composition and density that govern EAB spread including ash tree distribution, wind, and temperature. The details on model components are presented in the following sections.
Model Component 1: Tree Susceptibility
Each tree has a varying degree of susceptibility to EAB infestation as a function of the tree's spatial and biological characteristics including (1) tree type; (2) distance from infested ash; (3) distance from roads; (4) distance from highways; (5) density of ash in the stand; (6) age of ash; (7) size of ash, (8) wind direction; and (9) air temperature. Model Component I uses a GIS based multi-criteria evaluation (MCE) method to quantify the ash tree's overall susceptibility to EAB infestation based on the above criteria. Susceptibility functions (Fnq are developed to generate susceptibility values for each criterion individually, determining how susceptible a tree is on a scale from 0 (not susceptible) to 1 (most susceptible). Each susceptibility function (F1, F2, . . . , Fn) is weighted based on the significance of their role in influencing the susceptibility of an ash tree to EAB infestation in comparison to other criteria. Susceptibility values from all criteria are combined to obtain the overall susceptibility. The MCE is expressed as follows:
where an ash tree's overall susceptibility y is a function of the weighted combination of the susceptibility values for each criterion (F1, F2, F3, . . . , Fnq.
The first criterion (F1) is tree type. Ash trees are the only tree type susceptible to EAB infestation. This can be expressed as a binary membership where cells not containing living ash trees are assigned a value of 0 and cells containing living ash are assigned a value of 1. Although evidence suggests some types of North American ash trees may be more susceptible than others, the proposed model operates under the assumption that the ash tree type does not impact the level of susceptibility.
The remaining criteria (F2´F9) are represented using susceptibility functions (Figure 3a) , where an ash's membership to the "susceptible" or "not susceptible" class is determined along a membership to a gradual scale rather than a binary one. Susceptibility functions were developed based on knowledge collected from the literature on EAB behavior (Figure 3 ). Sensitivity analysis was performed to verify the choice of linear functions. The use of positive or negative exponential functions either overestimated or underestimated the simulated rate of infestation. For example, a negative exponential function in place of the negative linear function in the distance from infested trees for the urban landscape resulted in a rate of spread that does not match the rate of spread observed in reality. This is a result of higher susceptibility values being assigned to ash trees, which are close in distance to existing infestation. As distance increases, even slightly, susceptibility of ash trees decreases exponentially. The resulting effect is a decrease in rate of spread, simulated by the model.
Distance from infested ash (F2) criterion is chosen, as the proximity of ash to other infested ash trees is a major factor contributing to ash tree susceptibility [7] . Within their lifetime, migrating EAB adults have the ability to travel, on average, 1.4 km from their place of emergence, indicating that the probability of infestation will decrease as the distance from infested trees increases. At a distance of 1.4 km from infested trees, susceptibility decreases to 0. As such, this relationship can be represented by an inverse linear membership function where trees are more susceptible to infestation the closer they are to trees that are already infested ( Figure 3a , (1)).
In addition to short distance dispersal, it is becoming increasingly evident that long distance dispersal plays a prominent role in spatial patterns of EAB infestation [41] . Therefore, the distance from roads (F3) and highways (F4) has been chosen as criteria. The correlation between roads and highways, and establishment of new outlier populations of EAB, and infested regions that develop ahead of the primary infestation front have been identified [41] . These outlier populations typically grow, coalesce, and ultimately increase the speed of infestation [42] . This correlation between transportation networks and outlier populations can be attributed to human transportation of infested ash materials such as nursery stock, saw timber, and wood packaging material. In addition, firewood moves through informal pathways over long distances making infested firewood nearly impossible to identify, track, and regulate [43] . Recent research reveals that outlier populations may also be attributed to "insect hitchhiking" via attachment to automobiles [41, 43, 44] . Roads and highways represent human influence on EAB dispersal in which ash trees in close proximity to roads or highways are the most susceptible. This relationship can be represented by an inverse linear membership function where trees are more susceptible to infestation the closer they are to transportation networks ( Figure 3a , (2,3)).
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(a) (2) distance from roads; (3) distance from highways; (4) ash tree density in the stand; (5) ash tree age; (6) ash tree size; (7) wind; and (8) air temperature, combined in (b) to produce overall susceptibility.
Adult beetles rely on the source of ash tree leaves for food, and, as a result, EAB females prefer to lay their eggs in areas with a higher proportion of ash trees in the stand [42] . This indicates that the probability of infestation will increase as stand density increases. Therefore, the density of ash trees ( 5) has been chosen as one of the criteria. The exact density threshold has not been identified within the literature. However, the use of a susceptibility function allows for the representation of density of ash as an influence in determining ash tree susceptibility without needing quantitative threshold values. The function simply scales the variation of ash tree densities, where higher densities have susceptibility closer to 1. This relationship can be represented by a linear membership function where stands with a higher density of ash are more susceptible ( Figure 3a , (4)).
The next criteria are related to the tree age ( 6) and tree size ( 7). EAB are constrained by tree size and age in that ash that have a DBH of less than 5 cm or are younger than 10 years of age are highly unsusceptible to infestation as the interior cambium cannot provide enough phloem to sustain larvae [7] . Susceptibility to infestation based on tree age is represented by a linear membership function where trees are not susceptible (susceptibility membership of 0) if they are less than 10 years old. Susceptibility increases as ash tree age increases until the age of 170 years, representing the maximum age of ash tree species. Ash trees that are 170 years old are of the highest susceptibility and thus have a membership value of 1 (Figure 3a , (5)). Susceptibility to infestation based on tree size is represented by a linear membership function where trees are not susceptible if they are less than 5 cm DBH. Susceptibility increases until 55 cm DBH, at which time it reaches the maximum value of susceptibility (Figure 3a , (6)).
During the month of June, when the adult beetles fly to find food and reproduce, the primary wind direction in the Essex region is to the northeast. Although capable of flight upwind, insect species that respond to pheromones, such as at the EAB, will typically fly downwind until pheromones are encountered [45] . The wind (F8) criterion is thus selected. Similar to the density of ash and temperature criteria, the use of susceptibility functions does not require a threshold value. As such, susceptibility to infestation based on wind can be represented by a linear membership function where trees that are northeast of infested trees are most susceptible (Figure 3a, (7) ).
Similarly, temperature is selected as a criterion given that microclimatic factors such as light, temperature, wind, and turbulence all influence insect dispersal [46] . EAB development and emergence as an adult beetle is highly dependent on weather conditions. In particular, egg hatch and flight is limited to occur during warm and sunny weather conditions. The use of susceptibility 1) distance from infested trees; (2) distance from roads; (3) distance from highways; (4) ash tree density in the stand; (5) ash tree age; (6) ash tree size; (7) wind; and (8) air temperature, combined in (b) to produce overall susceptibility.
Adult beetles rely on the source of ash tree leaves for food, and, as a result, EAB females prefer to lay their eggs in areas with a higher proportion of ash trees in the stand [42] . This indicates that the probability of infestation will increase as stand density increases. Therefore, the density of ash trees pF5q has been chosen as one of the criteria. The exact density threshold has not been identified within the literature. However, the use of a susceptibility function allows for the representation of density of ash as an influence in determining ash tree susceptibility without needing quantitative threshold values. The function simply scales the variation of ash tree densities, where higher densities have susceptibility closer to 1. This relationship can be represented by a linear membership function where stands with a higher density of ash are more susceptible (Figure 3a, (4) ).
The next criteria are related to the tree age pF6q and tree size pF7q. EAB are constrained by tree size and age in that ash that have a DBH of less than 5 cm or are younger than 10 years of age are highly unsusceptible to infestation as the interior cambium cannot provide enough phloem to sustain larvae [7] . Susceptibility to infestation based on tree age is represented by a linear membership function where trees are not susceptible (susceptibility membership of 0) if they are less than 10 years old. Susceptibility increases as ash tree age increases until the age of 170 years, representing the maximum age of ash tree species. Ash trees that are 170 years old are of the highest susceptibility and thus have a membership value of 1 (Figure 3a , (5)). Susceptibility to infestation based on tree size is represented by a linear membership function where trees are not susceptible if they are less than 5 cm DBH. Susceptibility increases until 55 cm DBH, at which time it reaches the maximum value of susceptibility (Figure 3a , (6)).
During the month of June, when the adult beetles fly to find food and reproduce, the primary wind direction in the Essex region is to the northeast. Although capable of flight upwind, insect species that respond to pheromones, such as at the EAB, will typically fly downwind until pheromones are encountered [45] . The wind (F8) criterion is thus selected. Similar to the density of ash and temperature criteria, the use of susceptibility functions does not require a threshold value. As such, susceptibility to infestation based on wind can be represented by a linear membership function where trees that are northeast of infested trees are most susceptible (Figure 3a , (7)).
Similarly, temperature is selected as a criterion given that microclimatic factors such as light, temperature, wind, and turbulence all influence insect dispersal [46] . EAB development and emergence as an adult beetle is highly dependent on weather conditions. In particular, egg hatch and flight is limited to occur during warm and sunny weather conditions. The use of susceptibility functions to represent the influence of temperature on EAB infestation does not require threshold values. Therefore, susceptibility to infestation based on temperature (F9) is represented by a linear membership function where trees are most susceptible in warmer temperatures (Figure 3a, (8) ).
According to a study that explored which abiotic and biotic factors have the most to least impact on EAB habitat selection, both logistic regression and Maxent modeling identified the distance to known locations of the EAB as considerably more important than any other variable influencing the spread of the EAB [47] . This was incorporated in the susceptibility generator by assigning the highest weighting to the distance from infestation criteria. Additional factors, such as highways more frequently travelled by vehicles carrying infested commercial products, are assigned higher weights in the MCE calculations than roads, as there is evidence that, along highways, a faster rate of spread and a higher susceptibility to infestation can be identified [43, 48] . The weighted criteria are combined in the order of significance according to the literature: distance from infestation, wind and temperature, age and size, highway, roads, and density. The weights were determined using the analytic hierarchical process (AHP) method [49] and are detailed in Table 1 . The MCE generates output y, a geographic representation of the total susceptibility of ash to EAB infestation on a scale from 0 to 1 as a function of all the criteria. The map of calculated levels of overall susceptibility of ash trees to EAB infestation is presented in Figure 3b . Table 1 . The weights of the susceptibility factors that are used in the MCE component of the model without the influence of wind or temperature (a); including wind or temperature (b), and including both wind and temperature (c).
Category
Priority Rank The second component of the EAB infestation model simulates the dynamics of EAB spread in response to the susceptibility values generated for ash trees in Model Component I within the various landscapes. The model is calibrated using real world rates of spread identified within the literature to obtain a rate of spread of 12-13 km/year through natural dispersal, the average recorded rate of spread (see Section 3.4). The CA in Component II is based on the function of transition rules as follows: If there are non-infested ash trees within the neighborhood of an infested ash tree, then ash trees which are of the highest susceptibility to infestation will become infested. High susceptibility is defined as having a value greater than 0.6. Trees with a susceptibility of less than 0.6 will not become infested. Trees that are already infested stay infested and will eventually die.
The epicenter of the EAB infestation in Windsor, Ontario was acquired from the geospatial datasets obtained by the CFIA and was used to initialize the simulation. In the real world, EAB disperse each year from late May to early August, when EAB adults take flight to lay their eggs in the most susceptible trees. The CA-EAB model simulates the infestation for a total of 24 iterations (T i`24 ), where each iteration is equivalent to a temporal resolution of 10 days, which cover the overall period of two years. With each iteration, from May 2002 (T i`1 ) to August 2003 (T i`24 ), the model simulates a new infestation of ash trees, changing the susceptibility of non-infested trees as a function of their proximity to other infested ash trees, age, and size.
Scenarios
Landscape Scenarios
In order to realistically represent the landscapes in which the EAB infestation propagates and investigate the differences in the dynamics of propagation, three unique landscape scenarios were developed (Figure 1 ). These landscapes are based on the different spatial arrangements and biological characteristics of the ash tree host found across Southwestern Ontario using geospatial data and the literature. They are described as follows:
Urban Landscape Scenario is represented by the City of Windsor. Windsor is predominantly composed of residential, commercial, industrial, and some recreational space, located in the west end of the city. Popular along city streets, on private property landscapes, and throughout urban parks and open spaces, ash trees are the principal tree species of urban Southwestern Ontario [16] . Urban ash trees are typically 10 years of age or older when they are planted, deeming the majority of urban ash 10 years or older with a DBH of 5 cm or more.
Rural-Urban Fringe Scenario is located at the boundary that lies between the City of Windsor, Ontario and agricultural land along its borders. This region is composed of a mosaic of the urban landscape including residential and commercial regions, crops, pastures, large tracts of abandoned farmland, fallow lands and forested regions. Forested regions are typically composed of a minimum of 7% of ash tree species, which are randomly and widely dispersed across the landscape and loosely connected through the small corridors of trees along roadways, between agricultural plots, and along waterways.
Rural Landscape Scenario consists mainly of patches of forested areas and agricultural land, including crop and pasture land. Forested regions are connected by corridors of trees along agricultural fields, roads, and waterways. Rural ash trees live on average up to 170 years with a maximum DBH of 55 cm.
Climate Scenarios
Wind Scenario is developed in order to represent the spatiotemporal factors that influence EAB infestation, a wind scenario was developed. The dominant wind direction during all summer months from May to August is northeast (Ontario Weather Network, 2015). An additional CA sub-model simulates the effect of wind on EAB propagation where all ash tree located northeast of an infested ash tree is of increased susceptibility.
In order to better represent the microclimatic impacts that influence EAB infestation in the real world, Climate Scenarios for the years 2002 and 2003 were developed to represent the influence of surface temperature and wind on adult EAB movement at the regional scale. Adult EAB are only active during the summer months from May through to August. As such, two temperature scenarios have been considered using monthly temperature data from 2002 with an average temperature of 22˝C and from 2003 with an average temperature of 26˝C. Weather and meteorological data were used from twelve Ontario weather stations in the region with GIS interpolation using inverse distance weighting (IDW) to represent surface temperature continuously across each landscape scenario at a 10 m spatial resolution.
Wind and temperature were combined in all three landscape scenarios with the goal of generating simulation outcomes that produce more realistic patterns of spread in the combined Landscape, Climate & Wind scenarios. Spatial patterns of EAB are influenced by monthly temporal changes in temperature and wind, rather than simply reacting to the spatially derived characteristics of the ash tree. Wind and temperature were added into the MCE and weighted just less than distance from infestation.
Model Calibration
The calibration process uses rates of spread identified within the literature. In the first North American outbreak of EAB in Michigan, the US had a rate of spread of 12-13 km/year through natural dispersal [11] . Distances of 20+ km, up to a maximum recorded distance of 42 km, have been observed in some regions. These long distances of EAB spread can only be explained through the mechanism of human assisted movement through the transport of ash infested products or the hitchhiking of EAB on vehicles [18, 41] . These rates of spread match the baseline rates of spread for each landscape, without any influence of wind and temperature. The average rate of spread between all landscapes simulated for 2002 was 9.9 km with a maximum distance of 31 km. The average rate of spread between all landscapes simulated for 2003 was 10.5 km/year with a maximum distance of 32 km. The rate of spread obtained with model outputs is close to real-world rates of infestation for the region.
The following parameters that were adjusted during this process are the most suitable use of neighborhood sizes for each landscape scenario and the appropriate value of susceptibility whereby a tree may transition from uninfested to infested. Each landscape tested the use of different sizes of neighborhoods to apply transition rules. It was found that the Urban Landscape, Rural-Urban Fringe, Rural Landscape Scenarios using extended Moore neighborhoods with the dimensions 1.5 km x 1.5 km, 2 kmˆ2 km and 1.7 kmˆ1.7 km, respectively, generated the most realistic results. Neighborhoods of smaller size did not capture a continuous propagation of the infestation, rather the infestation propagation stopped altogether. In addition, susceptibility values were tested to find the appropriate cut off value for trees that would not be of the appropriate susceptibility for infestation. A susceptibility value of +0.6 was chosen where only ash trees with this value or higher have the potential to become infested. The value of 0.6 ensures that EAB infestation patterns are simulated close to reality.
Results
The CA-EAB infestation model was implemented using ESRI's ArcGIS [50] and IDRISI [51] software. Simulation results were generated for a two-year period for the years 2002 and 2003 for each of the landscape scenarios. Climate and wind scenarios were applied to each of the landscape scenarios independently as well as a combination.
Landscape Scenarios
Simulation results for generated patterns of EAB infestation from The simulated patterns for Rural Landscape Scenario ( Figure 6 ) depict that EAB infestation differs from the other two landscape scenarios. The rate of spread increased rapidly as forested regions composed of high densities of ash trees became infested. Rates of infestation slowed as EAB infested ash of lower density where forested regions were separated, and then increased again once the EAB infests another forested region. 34% of healthy ash trees were becoming infested after two years (Figure 7c ) for the Rural Landscape Scenario. The simulated patterns for Rural Landscape Scenario ( Figure 6 ) depict that EAB infestation differs from the other two landscape scenarios. The rate of spread increased rapidly as forested regions composed of high densities of ash trees became infested. Rates of infestation slowed as EAB infested ash of lower density where forested regions were separated, and then increased again once the EAB infests another forested region. 34% of healthy ash trees were becoming infested after two years (Figure 7c ) for the Rural Landscape Scenario.
The obtained results indicate that the Urban Landscape Scenario was the most prone to infestation, exhibiting the fastest rate of spread and the highest percentage of infestation. The Rural-Urban Fringe Scenario demonstrated the least susceptibility to EAB infestation, demonstrating the slowest rate of spread and the lowest percentage of infestation. The rate of spread and percentage of ash infested for Rural Landscape Scenario fell between the two.
Climate Scenarios
The simulation outputs changed in response to temperature and wind scenarios implemented into the landscape. Spatial patterns of spread were generated for May 2002 (T i`3 ) and June 2002 (T i`6 ) and for simplicity were presented for Urban Landscape Scenario only (Figure 8) , where the simulation results obtained for the Urban Landscape with no climatic effects are presented in Figure 8a , temperature effects on the landscape are presented in Figure 8b , wind effects on the landscape are presented in Figure 8c , and a combination of wind & climate effects in Figure 8d . Since the rate of spread is most pronounced during May and June, comparison is most useful during these two months to see variation in patterns. In addition, the rate of spread in each landscape with the influence of climate are presented in the graph in Figure 7 . The obtained results indicate that the Urban Landscape Scenario was the most prone to infestation, exhibiting the fastest rate of spread and the highest percentage of infestation. The Rural-Urban Fringe Scenario demonstrated the least susceptibility to EAB infestation, demonstrating the slowest rate of spread and the lowest percentage of infestation. The rate of spread and percentage of ash infested for Rural Landscape Scenario fell between the two.
The simulation outputs changed in response to temperature and wind scenarios implemented into the landscape. Spatial patterns of spread were generated for May 2002 (Ti+3) and June 2002 (Ti+6) and for simplicity were presented for Urban Landscape Scenario only (Figure 8) , where the simulation results obtained for the Urban Landscape with no climatic effects are presented in Figure 8a , temperature effects on the landscape are presented in Figure 8b , wind effects on the landscape are presented in Figure 8c , and a combination of wind & climate effects in Figure 8d . Since the rate of spread is most pronounced during May and June, comparison is most useful during these two months to see variation in patterns. In addition, the rate of spread in each landscape with the influence of climate are presented in the graph in Figure 7 . (Figure 7b) . Lastly, the Rural Landscape Scenario has a total of 40.7% of all ash in the landscape becoming infested in response to 2003 temperatures (Figure 7c) .
Wind-The simulation results indicate that wind accelerates spread in some landscape scenarios and constrains spread in others. For example, in the Urban Landscape Scenario, wind accelerated EAB spread, facilitating the spread of EAB infestation further in distance northeast, the direction downwind from initial infestation (Figure 8c) . As a result, a total of 65% of all ash became infested over a period of two years in the Urban Landscape Scenario (Figure 7a ), 20% more than the baseline simulation without effects of climate. Wind-The simulation results indicate that wind accelerates spread in some landscape scenarios and constrains spread in others. For example, in the Urban Landscape Scenario, wind accelerated EAB spread, facilitating the spread of EAB infestation further in distance northeast, the direction downwind from initial infestation ( Figure 8c) . As a result, a total of 65% of all ash became infested over a period of two years in the Urban Landscape Scenario (Figure 7a ), 20% more than the baseline simulation without effects of climate. In contrast, wind constrains EAB spread in the Urban-Rural Fringe Scenario. There were less susceptible trees downwind from initially infested regions and, as such, wind minimized spread. In total, 2.7% of all ash trees became infested over a period of two years (Figure 7b ), a decrease of 7% in ash infested. Similarly, wind acts as a constraint for the Rural Landscape Scenario with a total of 20.3% of all ash became infested over a period of two years (Figure 7c ), decreasing the percentage of ash that became infested by 14%.
Consistent with the previous set of scenarios, the Urban Landscape Scenario experienced the highest percentage of total infestation, followed by the Rural Landscape Scenario and lastly the Rural-Urban Fringe Scenario.
Landscape, Wind, and Temperature-The combined effects of wind & temperature have been incorporated into the simulation. For simplicity reasons, the spatial outputs are only presented for the Urban Landscape Scenario in Figure 8d . The rate of spread for the combined effects of wind and In contrast, wind constrains EAB spread in the Urban-Rural Fringe Scenario. There were less susceptible trees downwind from initially infested regions and, as such, wind minimized spread. In total, 2.7% of all ash trees became infested over a period of two years (Figure 7b ), a decrease of 7% in ash infested. Similarly, wind acts as a constraint for the Rural Landscape Scenario with a total of 20.3% of all ash became infested over a period of two years (Figure 7c ), decreasing the percentage of ash that became infested by 14%.
Landscape, Wind, and Temperature-The combined effects of wind & temperature have been incorporated into the simulation. For simplicity reasons, the spatial outputs are only presented for the Urban Landscape Scenario in Figure 8d . The rate of spread for the combined effects of wind and temperature are presented for the Urban Landscape Scenario in Figure 7a , the Urban-Rural Fringe Scenario in Figure 7b , and the Rural Landscape Scenario in Figure 7c . In the model, wind either constrained or accelerated propagation in the landscape. This pattern remains consistent in combination with temperature as a criterion, but also adds variation in response to monthly temperatures. The scenarios, using the combined wind and temperature criteria in the weighted MCE, generated more detailed spatial patterns of spread, where spread was constrained in colder months and enhanced in warmer months and, in addition, captures the northeast direction of infestation propagation on a regional scale, consistent with real world EAB datasets. temperature are presented for the Urban Landscape Scenario in Figure 7a , the Urban-Rural Fringe Scenario in Figure 7b , and the Rural Landscape Scenario in Figure 7c . In the model, wind either constrained or accelerated propagation in the landscape. This pattern remains consistent in combination with temperature as a criterion, but also adds variation in response to monthly temperatures. The scenarios, using the combined wind and temperature criteria in the weighted MCE, generated more detailed spatial patterns of spread, where spread was constrained in colder months and enhanced in warmer months and, in addition, captures the northeast direction of infestation propagation on a regional scale, consistent with real world EAB datasets. (Figure 7b) . Lastly, the Rural Landscape Scenario patterns of infestation has a total of 13.5% of all ash in the landscape becoming infested by 2003, taking both wind and temperature climate criteria into account.
Discussion and Conclusions
The developed CA-EAB model provides a framework for the representation of EAB infestation as a non-linear, complex system using the cellular automata methodology, an approach not fully explored for this particular invasive species. Non-linearity is represented in the re-calculation of tree susceptibility at every iteration in response to a changing climate, a changing environment, and the propagation of the infestation. The simulation results indicate that patterns of ash tree infestation and rates of spread are influenced by the type of landscape and distribution of susceptible ash trees that the EAB propagates through.
The Urban Landscape Scenario is significantly more susceptible to EAB infestation than in any other landscape. This has been suggested, but not fully explained in other studies [14, 47, 52, 53] . The obtained model simulations indicate the increased rate of EAB spread in urban landscapes emerges from the dynamics between EAB and the combination of properties that characterize the ash trees in the urban forest landscape. These properties are not imposed, but are a function of the use of geospatial data and data collected in the field used to characterize the urban landscape.
The spatial and biological characteristics of the urban landscape provide a more suitable environment for EAB infestation and spread. Specifically, ash trees make up a high percentage of urban forests and are homogeneously distributed, easing any distance or resource-based constraints that might impact EAB propagation. In addition, transportation networks play an important role in the spread of insect infestation and, although present in all landscape scenarios, are more prominent and frequented in urban settings. Additionally, urban environments experiences heat island effects, whereby temperatures in urban regions may be up to 8 to 10 degrees warmer than its surrounding rural counterpart [54] . The average increased temperatures create a more suitable environment for the development of EAB larvae and adult emergence. Most clearly seen in the urban environment, colder temperatures in May result in a decrease in EAB infestation, as emergence of new adult EAB is constrained. In warmer months, the rate of infestation is increased and the percentage of the landscape infested in almost all landscapes in comparison to scenarios without the effects of temperature.
The land bordering Windsor can be characterized by a mosaic of diverse land use types. As presented in the Rural-Urban Fringe Scenario, this region experienced the lowest susceptibility to EAB infestation. The contrast in land use types in the region creates a highly fragmented landscape that affects insect populations by both reducing available habitats for insect species and constraining spread which is limited by dispersal ability to move throughout landscape patches [55] . This emergent behavior in response to land cover is captured by the proposed spatiotemporal model. Additionally, the Rural Landscape Scenario experienced EAB propagation lesser than that of the Urban Landscape Scenario, but greater than that of the Urban Rural Fringe Scenario. This may also be associated with a less fragmented landscape, far less agricultural land use, and better connectivity between forested regions.
The proposed EAB-CA model framework is useful by representing insect infestation from the bottom-up even in representing a phenomenon that lacks empirical data. The model simulates local pest-host dynamics using readily available biological information obtained from field and lab studies that determine which factors influence ash tree susceptibility. These factors which are local and thus variable across space including tree type, tree size, temperature, wind, and ash tree density and distribution either drives or inhibits EAB spread and thus generates that collective behavior of the species. In addition, the choice to incorporate the MCE into the CA helps to overcome issues of uncertainty associated with determining the susceptibility of ash trees to EAB infestation. This methodology contrasts top-down representations, which require extensive datasets determining patterns of spread over time and detailed tree inventories not available. Thus, the proposed EAB-CA molding approach is beneficial in any data scarce environment.
Although the conceptualization of the model in the absence of real world data is possible, the validation of the model with regards to this particular phenomenon is presently a more challenging endeavor. Validation refers to the agreement between another independent dataset to evaluate the model output. These independent validation datasets, specifically for this study area at an appropriate spatial and temporal resolution required for this model do not exist. Future work in EAB-CA model validation is feasible pending the availability of EAB infestation datasets due to model flexibility with respect to changes in inputs and parameters.
Since bottom-up methodologies tend to focus on the driving factors which influence rates of spread, future work pending data availability may focus testing additional scenarios by incorporating more detailed inputs as new information comes to light. Examples include incorporating additional factors which may influence EAB propagation including sunlight and aspect [56] , analysis of the fine differences in temperature at the edge trees versus the inner regions of the forest, and terrain factors through the use of a DEM which may also influence feedbacks and non-linearity in the system, although these factors may be more suitable for finer scales. The robustness of these factors can then be tested using sensitivity analysis to determine the significance of their inclusion and the level of influence on the propagation of EAB infestation.
The development of satellite populations and long distance dispersal of EAB cannot be easily represented using a CA approach due to the neighborhood that is used to apply the transition rules that simulate the propagation of EAB infestation. This is a common problem where the CA approach is challenged in representing mobile objects [29] . The study reveals that allowing for full mobility of EAB within the geospatial environment could aid in better representing long distance dispersal patterns of EAB infestation as a result of human-mediated transportation, an issue addressed by using an agent-based model [57] as an extension of the proposed EAB-CA modeling.
Overall, the proposed EAB-CA geosimulation methodology that integrates GIS, MCE and CA is very useful, providing the ability to calculate susceptibility of ash trees based on input data and simulate spatiotemporal dynamics of EAB infestation in response to those values, generating larger scale patterns of infestation. The CA-EAB model provides the potential to explore "what-if" scenarios, where scenarios can be implemented in order to better understand how a pattern of spread may react to events such as climate change, forest fire, and management scenarios, and project future trajectories of infestation propagation at regional scale. They demonstrate the potential to use the developed model as a tool to assist decision-makers in evaluating current and costly eradication strategies, fill in knowledge gaps with respect to spatiotemporal dynamics of EAB spread, and assist in future city planning and forest management strategy formation.
